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Abstract

Huge progress have been done with the 3rd generation storage ring, and more recently the

ultimate storage ring under development suggest an unprecedent increase of x-ray brightness.
Unfortunately, as far as the detectors are concerned, progress has not been as fast and even more so in
the range of soft x-rays. In particular for 2D detector the most commonly used detector are based on
old CCD technology and the recent development of CMOS detector will be certainly crucial for 2D
detector in the soft x-rays. With this goal we explore the possibilities and the the performance of a
camera equipped with new mass-marketed scientific Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
Back Side Illuminated (sCMOS-BSI) integrated in vacuum environment for soft X-ray experiment at
synchrotron. The 4 Mpix sensor reaches a frame rate up to 48 fps while suiting the necessary
performances needed for X-ray experiments, in term of linearity (98 %), homogeneity (PRNU <1%)
charge capacity (up to 80 ke-), readout noise (down to 2 e- rms) and adequate dark current (3 e-/s/px).
The sensor performances tests in the X-ray range have been performed at the SOLEIL
METROLOGIE beamline. The Quantum Efficiency, the spatial resolution (24 lp/mm), the energy
resolution (< 100 eV) and the radiation damage versus the X-ray dose (< 200 Gy) have been evaluated
in the energy range from 40 eV to 2000 eV. In order to illustrate the capabilities of this new sCMOSBSI sensor, several experiments have been performed at three soft x-ray beamline of the SOLEIL
synchrotron: diffraction pattern from a pinhole at 186 eV, scattering experiment from nanostructured
Co/Cu multilayer at 700 eV and Ptychoraphy imaging in transmission at 706 eV.
X-ray detectors, sCMOS camera, 2D Soft X-ray detector, soft X-ray scattering, ptychography,
Back illuminated CMOS, Quantum efficiency, radiation hardness
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1. Introduction

In the last generation of synchrotron sources, the beamlines flux and beam coherence have
been largely improved allowing to develop a large panel of sophisticated synchrotron
radiation experiments. Nowadays, a lot of direct highly efficient detectors have been
developed and are commercialized for hard X-ray application (Förster et al., 2019). They
have demonstrated their high frame rates, high charge capacity, high efficiency and required
high spatial resolution. However, a wide gap exists in the soft to tender X-ray domain (10 eV
to 3 keV) where the experiments are not able to fully benefit from the performances offered
by modern facilities. The detectors usually installed on the soft x-ray end-station are widely
based on back-side illuminated CCD sensor such as the commercial cameras from
Princeton©

PI-MTE

(https://www.princetoninstruments.com),

GreatEye®

GE-VAC

(https://www.greateyes.de) or others equipped with cooled CCD-BSI. This kind of detector is
compact enough, vacuum compatible (10-9 mbar), presents performances largely
demonstrated on laser based x-ray sources (Lambert et al, 2015), XFEL facilities (Pedersoli
et al., 2011) or synchrotron beamlines (Chauleau et al, 2018). But these sensors suffers from
severe readout speed limitation. Indeed, in order to limit the readout noise and so to guarantee
a high signal to noise ratio allowing single photon sensitivity, the frame rate has to be limited
to less than 1 frame per second. As an example, on SEXTANTS (Sacchi et al., 2013), the
synchrotron SOLEIL’s soft x-ray scattering beamline, they report a deadtime of 97.5%, due
to the readout time in full-chip mode (typically 4 s over 0.1 s of X-ray collection), during Xray Fourier Transform Holography (FTH) experiments on the COMET end-station (Popescu
et al, 2018). Nevertheless, some solutions have been implemented to tackle this problem: (i)
The fast-CCD (Denes et al., 2009) performs low readout noise with high frame rate (60 fps
for 960 × 1920 pixels) by increasing the readout ports (ii) Other efforts have been done on
Hybrid Pixel detectors (Jungmann-Smith et al., 2016, Wernecke et al. 2013) by decreasing
the electronic noise level and optimizing the sensor entrance window allowing to profit of
very high frame rate of new ASIC. (iii) Spectroscopic detector dedicated as pnCCD [Strüder
2016] could also be cited. (iv) the development of CMOS based sensor such Silicon-OnInsulator (SOI) technology (Arai et al, 2010) or DEPFET sensors (Porro et al, 2012) for very
high frame rate soft X-ray FEL applications, the CMOS PERCIVAL detector (Wunderer et
al., 2014) again under development by a consortium of synchrotrons or also some
developments teams effort as the Pipper MAPS technologies recently published (El Bitar
2019).
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Recently, a new generation of large Back-Side Illuminated scientific CMOS sensor (sCMOSBSI) has been developed (Ma et al.,2015) and supplied by GPIXEL® (https://gpixel.com).
Especially designed in order to optimize the efficiency delivered in the visible light range (>
95% @ 550°nm), and keeping the good performances of the first generation of sCMOS (low
readout noise, large full well capacity and high frame rate), this new cost efficient 4 Mpx
sensor appears to be well suited for the soft x-ray applications, and has been already
characterized for several use as soft x-ray resonant scattering (Desjardins et al., 2019) or Xray imaging spectroscopy (Wang et al., 2019). In this paper, we describe the integration of
this sCMOS-BSI into an in-house vacuum compatible camera and its characterization. The
performances have been measured on the METROLOGIE beamline (Idir et al, 2006) and are
reported in the following sections. In particular, we have characterized the sCMOS-BSI
camera dynamics (dark noise, readout noise, spatial uniformity, linearity and overall gain),
the soft X-ray Quantum Efficiency in the energy range between 30 to 2000 eV, as well as the
spatial, energy resolution and the radiation tolerance. We also report on different tests using
this sCMOS-BSI camera: coherent diffraction pattern from a 5 µm pinhole at 186 eV at the
METROLOGIE beamline, a soft X-ray Resonant Scattering experiment from nanostructure
Co/Cu multilayer at 700 eV on SEXTANTS beamline and several soft X-ray ptychography
reconstruction also at 706 eV on HERMES beamline (Belkhou et al, 2015).

2. Materiel
2.1. sCMOS GSENSE400BSI characteristics (Signal to Noise ratio in X-ray domain)

The integrated and characterized sensor is the GSENSE400BSI (figure 1a), a scientific
CMOS Back Side Illuminated from GPIXEL® (https://gpixel.com). This sCMOS-BSI sensor
is a 4 megapixels (2048 × 2048 resolution, 11 µm² pixel size) high dynamic range sensor
based on standard 4T pixel architecture (Ma et al.,2015) with two electronics gains: High
Gain (HG), Low Gain (LG) and a computing combined gain mode in order to achieve the socalled

HDR

(High

Dynamic

Range)

mode.

Firstly

integrated

by

TUCSEN®

(http://www.tucsen.com) on Dhyana95 camera, this sensor in now largely integrated as on the
PHOTOMETRICS®

Prime95

(www.photometrics.com),

the

ANDOR®

Sona

(https://andor.oxinst.com) or others. These cameras take advantage of the sensor
characteristic in term of readout noise (< 2 e- rms), relatively large Full Well Capacity (FWC
up to 80 ke-), good performances in term of spatial noise (DSNU < 5 e- and PRNU < 1 %)
3

and respectable result in term of dark noise (> 3 e-/s/pixel with sensor cooled at -20°C). The
full frame GSENSE400BSI sensor acquisition speed rises up to 48 Hz for standard gain mode
(LG & HG) and is limited to 24 Hz for the HDR mode. These performances, summarized in
table 1, have been experimentally validated in visible with the Dhyana95 camera (Desjardins
2019, Wang 2017) following the EMVA normed (https://www.emva.org).

Figure 1 : sCMOS GSENSE400BSI sensor (a) Sensor picture (Gpixel, http://gpixel.com) and
(b) schematic cross section of the sensor
Table 1 Electro-optical characteristics of the GSENSE400BSI sensor specifications and TUCSEN
Dhyana95 camera measurements results

Gain

Symbol
K
fps

Frame Rate
Readout
architecture
Pixel Size

Rolling Shutter
px

Sensor size
Exp. times
Binning
Readout noise
Dark noise
Full Well
Capacity
Spatial pixel
offset noise
Spatial pixel
gain noise

Value
Low gain, High gain or HDR mode
24 Hz Full frame (HDR)
48 Hz Full frame (STD)

t
read
dark
FWC
DSNU
PRNU

11 x 11 µm²
4M — 2048 × 2048 pixels
(22.5 mm × 22.5 mm)
20 µs - 10s
No
< 2 e- rms (HDR & HG) & < 45 e- rms (LG)
> 3 e-/s/pix (-20°C)
30 ke- (HDR), 1700 e- (HG) & > 80 ke- (LG)
< 5 e-

ref

GPIXEL datasheet
(www.gpixel.com)

TUCSEN Dhyana95
datasheet
(www.tucsens.com)
Wang et al., 2017
Desjardins et al,
2019

<1%

Following these specifications, the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the GSENSE400BSI,
defined by equation 1 (Janesick, J. R., 2007, (with equation 3.11 revised as discussed in
stackexchange web forum)], has been calculated the different modes and compared to the
other similar sensors in the X-ray domain (Figure 2).
4

(1)
𝑆𝑁𝑅 =

𝑆
√𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 ²+(𝜎𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 × t)² + 𝑆 × (F + QE × E ) + DSNU² + PRNU² × S²
3.65

temporal noise

shot noise

spatial noise

where S is the signal in (e-) equal to 𝑄𝐸 × 𝑁 × E ⁄ 3.65 with QE is the Quantum Efficiency depending of the
beam energy E, N the number of photon, 3.65 eV is the electron–hole pair creation energy in silicon, F the Fano
factor (~0.12 for silicon), readout & dark the temporal noises & DSNU and PRNU the spatial noises as given in
table 1.

The figure 2 shows an example of the SNR for a X-ray beam of 500 eV and its comparison
with published results on others sensors, i.e. a back illuminated CCD (PIMTE2048B camera
on https://www.princetoninstruments.com) and the PERCIVAL detector (Khromova et al,
2016). Here, the SNR estimations takes only into account the shot noise, temporal noise
(thermal noise and readout noise) and the theoretical Quantum Efficiency (QE, see also §3.2)
of each sensor. The spatial noise is excluded here (PRNU = 0 and DSNU = 0). In this figure
we also represent the photon detection limit (at 500 eV) corresponding to the full well
capacity (in photon/mm²) taking into account the pixel area (see table 2 for all details).

Figure 2 : Signal to Noise Ratio estimation for GSENSE400BSI (Low Gain and High Gain), PIMTE CCDBSI (with ADC speed
of 1MHz), PERCIVAL (Low Gain and High Gain) at 500 eV. The SNR of perfect detector is calculated for QE=1, noise = 0 eavec pixel size of 10 µm. The SNR of each detector are calculated from the details reported in table 2 and considering a
dark noise given for 1 s of integration time. The saturation level of each compared sensors is given by dot, pentagon and
star respectively for PERCIVAL, PIMTECCDBSI and GSENSE400BSI with a surface normalization.

Detector

Pixel size

PI-MTE CCD BSI
(datasheet
PIMTE2048B)
[http://www.princeton.c
om]
13.5 x 13.5 µm²

PERCIVAL (BSI)
(Khromova et al, 2016)

GSENSE400BSI
(Desjardins et al, 2019)

27 x 27 µm²

11 x 11 µm²
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QE (500 eV)

0.85

Readout noise

10 e- rms (1MHz ADC)

Dark noise

0.02 e-/s/pixel (-50°C)

FWC

100 ke-

~ 0.8 (unpublished)
1600 e- rms (lowest gain)
15 e- rms (highest gain)
Supposed low (-40°C)
(unpublished)
~ 4 Me-/pixel (lowest gain)
~ 2000 e- (highest gain)

0.5 up to 0.8 (see §3.2)
2 e- rms (HG)
38 e- rms (LG)
3 e-/s/pixel (-20°C)
80 ke- (LG)
30 ke- (HDR)
1600 e- (HG)

Now considering the HDR mode (dark noise of 3 e-/s/px, readout noise of 2 e- rms and
FWC = 30 ke-) and the theoretical QE (as describe in the next paragraph, see §3.2), the limit
of detection (SNR = 1) and the pixel saturation of the GSENSE400BSI sensor can be
evaluated and the dynamic range (DR=FWC/limit) can be estimated in function of the beam
energy (figure 3)

.
Figure 3 : Theoretical dynamic range of the GSENSE400BSI (HDR mode) considering the X-ray photon limits of detection
(SNR=1) and the X-ray saturation limit (diamond red line).

2.2. X-ray camera design and software integration

In order to easily evaluate and integrate the sCMOS GENSE400BSI sensor on the soft Xray beamlines of SOLEIL synchrotron, we have adapted a TUCSEN® Dhyana95 camera,
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which has been totally disassembled and reassembled into a home-made mechanics (

Figure 4), to make it compatible as much as possible in vacuum environment (10-6 mbar).
It can be noted that the components vacuum compatibility (cables, cooling, PCB board, …)
have not been the subject of in-depth studies for this first prototype assembly, whereas it is a
crucial technical point which must be taken into account for the future detector that will be
permanently installed on SOLEIL beamlines. Indeed, as seen during our series of tests, the
cooled sensor could be quickly contaminated which could degrade its efficiency (Deiries et
al, 2016). Then, following components are located in vacuum: sensor, sensor board, DAQ
board (FPGA, power supply, data transfer, …) and a water-cooling circuit (> 12°C) has been
made to maintain an optimal temperature of both the sensor (-20°C with 2 stages of Peltier
cooler) and the electronic components. As typically done for such soft X-ray experiment, the
assembly has been designed to have a perfect tightness in parasite light with the possibility to
add different visible filter (for example, carbon or alumina filter from Luxel®,
https://luxel.com) in front of the sensor. It remains compact (10 cm × 11 cm × 12 cm) to fit
with a vacuum chamber on beamline and their restrictive environment. Furthermore, an X-ray
beam stop could be added in front of the camera and positioned with two linear piezo
motorizations as shown in Figure 4 (Popescu et al 2019).
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Figure 4 : Mechanical design of GSENSE400BSI camera vacuum adaptation made at SOLEIL, so-called DhyanaX

To transfer and to record the images, this camera is connected via a USB3 interface through a
dedicated UHV USB3 feedthrough to a classical Windows 64bit computer equipped with a
Tango LIMA device (https://www.tango-controls.org) based on TUCAM API from
TUCSEN®. Then, this camera keeps the same characteristics as the initial camera in term of
SNR, readout speed (24Hz full frame), cooling and synchronization capacities.

3. Characterization tests results and discussion
3.1. X-ray experimental setup

As it has been already presented in the first DhyanaX prototype setup (Desjardins et al,
2019), this X-ray camera has been mounted in the reflectometer of the XUV branch of the
METROLOGIE beamline at SOLEIL synchrotron. The beamline allows to select a photon
beam in the soft X-ray range (30 eV – 2000 eV) using several combination of gratings and
mirrors to optimize the beamline transmission and energy resolution and a series of thin
filters llowing to reduce the harmonics contamination in each configuration. The beam size
could also be easily adjusted and a calibrated photodiodes (IRD® AXUV100,
https://optodiode.com) can be used measuring, with less than 10% of uncertainty, the incident
X-ray beam flux at each energy. With this configuration, the QE of two versions of
GSENSE400BSI has been measured (§3.2) over the full soft X-ray range. In addition, to
characterize fully the detector, we have measured the spatial resolution at 1500 eV (§3.3), the
energy resolution (§3.3) as well the sensor radiation hardness (§3.4).
3.2. GSENSE400BSI soft X-ray Efficiency

Two

versions

of

sCMOS

GSENSE400BSI

versions

have

been

evaluated:

the

GSENSE400BSI-TVISB, the standard visible light dedicated sensor version and the
GSENSE400BSI-GP, an experimental version dedicated for UV range (Harada et al., 2019)
recently developed before a new mass production. The backside, as represented on the sensor
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physical

structure

in

the

Figure 1 (b), is composed by a silicon epitaxial layer (Si-Epi) of 10 µm thick, 7 nm of SiO2
followed by 63 nm Si3N4. This silicon nitride is on the top of the sensor, both layers serve as
an anti-reflection coating (ARc) purpose and passivation layer (originally processed for
visible applications). The second sensor tested has no anti-reflective coating (no-ARc) on the
photo-sensitive area but has a thinner Si-Epi layer thickness around 4 µm. The method and
measurement of the QE of the sensor have already been reported in the previous work
(Desjardins 2019). The final result for both sensors is presented in figure 5 where the
measurements have been superimposed with model results proposed in equation 2;
𝑄𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 (𝐸) = 𝑒 −𝑧𝑆𝑖𝑂 ×𝜇𝑆𝑖𝑂 (𝐸) × 𝑒 −𝑧𝑆𝑖𝑁 ×𝜇𝑆𝑖𝑂 (𝐸) × 𝑒 −𝑧𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 ×𝜇𝑆𝑖 (𝐸)
× (1 − 𝑒 −𝑒

−𝑧𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑 ×𝜇𝑆𝑖𝑂 (𝐸)

(2)

)

where the zSiO and zSiN are the thickness material of the AR coating, 𝑧𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 and zdepleted
are the thickness of the non-sensitive and sensitive silicon layer respectively. μSiO, μSiN and
μSi are the attenuation coefficient for these different elements.
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Figure 5 : GSENSE400BSI-TVISB and GSENSE400BSI-GP Quantum Efficiency measurements compared to a theoretical
model given by AR coating and Si-Epi absorption.

To fit with the QE measurement results, the different parameters of the model (Equation 2)
have been adjusted. For the GSENSE400BSI-TVISB, the Silicon oxide thickness has been
increased to 30 nm certainly due to the contamination and oxidation at its surface, the dead
layer has been adjusted to 60 nm and the Si-Epi to 11 µm. Whereas the GSNESE400BSI-GP
model fit correctly with the sensor parameters with a dead layer of 45 nm and a Si-Epi around
4 µm (and no-AR coating layer). Both measurements and models are reported in the figure 5.
Our result shows that the QE of the classical GSENSE400BSI is highly sufficient for a wide
range of high flux synchrotron applications. In order to illustrate its low energy efficiency, a
diffracted pattern image form a 5 µm diameter pinhole has been performed at an energy beam
of 186 eV with the sCMOS GSENSE400BSI-TVSIB and the result is showed in figure 6.
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Figure 6 : Circular integration of pinhole diffraction image from sCMOS GSENSEBSI400 obtained at 186 eV on
METROLOGIE Beamline (100 accumulations of 100 ms dark-corrected images in HDR mode).

With twice the efficiency around 300 eV, the no-ARc sensor (GP version) could be a better
choice for the so-called water window’s region that include C, N and O K edge, but it should
be noted that it will be at the price of using the thin Si-Epi layer sensor more sensible to
radiation damage, as it will be shown in paragraph 3.4.

3.3. GSENSE400BSI spatial & energy resolution

The sCMOS GSENSEBSI400-TVISB spatial resolution has been checked using the ISO
knife slanted edge method (International Organization for Standardization [ISO], 2000). A
silicon nitride support films has been used as edge slightly tilted (the edge angle was about
10° off of the pixel array alignment) and illuminated with X-ray beam at 1500 eV. The
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) has been calculated from cropped dark-corrected image
(figure 7) carried out by using sfrmat3 Matlab script (Burns, 2009). The result is given in pair
of line per mm in figure 7.

Figure 7 : MTF calculation from sCMOS GSENSEBSI400 slanted edge image at 1500 eV on METROLOGIE Beamline (1000
accumulation of dark corrected images of 100 ms).

A 10% modulation transfer contrast is reached around 24 lp/mm, corresponding to a halfpitch resolution of 21 μm, in good agreement with the sensor pixel size (11 µm²). This
resolution could be degraded for lower X-ray energy due to the lateral charge diffusion within
the thick Epi-Silicon (~10 µm) and the neutral layer, but it was not the main object of our in
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this work. However, this effect will be discussed (figure 8b) in the next paragraph where we
described the sensor energy resolution.
In order to characterize the energy resolution of the detector, a GSENSE400BSI-GP sensor
has been exposed by a small part (out of focus) monochromatic X-ray beam of
METROLOGIE beamline with very low flux (no more than 106 ph/s) in order to collect
images of single isolated events. For each energy, a large series of cropped images (100 ×
2048 pixels) has been acquired with the HDR mode and for a short exposure (20 µs, ~ 300
fps). This type of measurement, widely used in X-ray Spectroscopy Imaging and X-ray
Spectroscopy astronomy (Lung et al., 1984) allows to work similarly as a counting detector
with few photons per pixel per second. Then, for every dark-corrected image recorded, the
single and isolated photon events (highlighted by blue circles in figure 8a) have been
extracted and their amplitude cumulated to obtain a spectrum. This algorithm was carried out
using in a MATLAB script isolated a pixel if its value is 95% greater than the sum of the 8
neighboring pixels. The result is displayed in figure 8b in which we superposed the
normalized spectrums for energy from 100 eV to 1500 eV. In order to convert the spectra in
eV the overall gain of 0.67 ADU/eV, calculated from this measurement, has been applied.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8 : (a) Example of image analyzed for X-ray energy beam of 1000 eV (blue circles are the pixel extracted). (b)
Spectrums of single-event frequencies for X-ray photon energy of 100–1500 eV. The spectrums for 400 eV to 1500 eV
have been voluntary cropped in low-energy range (down to 200 eV).

The energy resolution is estimated by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the energy
peaks (Janesick, 2001) and given in the figure 9 where the theoretical limitation given by the
equation 3 below is also added for comparison:
12

2
𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 (𝑒𝑉) = 2.35 × 3.65 × √𝐹 × 𝐸/3.65 + 𝜎𝑠𝐶𝑀𝑂𝑆

(3)

where F is the Fano factor (~0.1 for silicon), E the photon energy, 3.65 eV is the electron–
2
hole pair creation energy for X-ray absorption in silicon and 𝜎𝑠𝐶𝑀𝑂𝑆
is the quadratic sum of

noises of the sCMOS camera.

Figure 9 : X-ray energy resolution of GSENSE400BSI-GP measurement results compared to the Fano noise limit and to the
fit FHWM with σsCMOS = 6 e-.

We find an energy resolution that is slightly higher of 20 eV than the theoretical one, due to
an excess noise in this camera prototype (with readout noise > 2 e- rms and higher offset and
gain fixed-pattern noise). Furthermore, the sensor cooling was set to 16°C (only water
cooling was operated and the Peltier stage was deactivated). In figure 9 is superposed a
2
FWHM model fitting the datas with 𝜎𝑠𝐶𝑀𝑂𝑆
of 6 e- rms. Also, the noise floor, represented in

figure 8 by the tail on the energy peaks is reached for energy below 200 eV. As stated above,
the effect is attributed to the spread charge created close to the surface into the thick Si and
particularly in the non-depleted region.
3.4. GSENSE400BSI Radiation hardness

Considering the typical requirement for an X-ray detector needed at SOLEIL with energy
of photon between 40 to 2000 eV and a monochromatic flux largely exceeded
1012 ph/s/0.01%BW, radiation hardness has been evaluated on both sensors on the
METROLOGIE beamline for different energies and X-ray fluences.
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Figure 10 : (a) Schematic representation of X-ray irradiation of GSENSEBSI400-TSVIB for 160 eV, 560 eV 1000 eV and
1600 eV (b) Part of GSENSEBSI400-TSVIB dark image (300 px by 1000 px) after irradiation (contrast voluntary increased)

The GSENSEBSI400-TVISB sensor has been locally exposed to a direct, collimated (< 200
× 200 µm²) and monochromatic X-ray beam of 160 eV, 560 eV, 1000 eV and 1600 eV and
the GSENSE400BSI-GP only by a lower energy X-ray beam of 80 eV. For each energy, the
delivered X dose has been increased by increasing the time of irradiation from few seconds to
several hours (figure 10.a). The absorbed dose (D), i.e. the amount of energy absorbed per
unit of mass of a given material (Ravotti, 2018), is basically calculated by using the following
equation :
𝐷(𝑧) =
with

μ
× Φ/𝐴 × 𝑡 × 𝐸
𝜌

(4)

Φ is the considered X-ray photon flux, A is the surface exposed by the

monochromatic X-ray beam with energy E, / the mass energy absorption coefficient (of
Si) and t the exposure time.

The table 3 gives the absorbed dose evaluated on both the surface and the electronic layers
of the sensor for different incident and different energies.
Table 3. Soft X-ray irradiation details
Energy

Incident flux ( Φ0 ) on the sensor
(Total exposure time)

TID on surface1

TID on electronic layer2

1 The TID (absorbed dose) on the surface is estimated from equation 4 considering the anti-reflection layers
thickness attenuation and with μ/ρ extracted from NIST FFAST database (https://physics.nist.gov)
2 The TID (absorbed dose) on the electronic layer is estimated from equation 4 considering the antireflective
layer and Epi-Si thicknesses attenuation and with μ/ρ extracted from NIST FFAST database
(https://physics.nist.gov)
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GSENSE400BSI-TVISB
160 eV
560 eV
1000 eV
1600 eV

4.1×108 ph/s (2 s to 1h)
2.0×107 ph/s (7 s to 0.5 h)
1.7×106 ph/s (1 s to 3 h)
1.2×107 ph/s (4 s to 5 h)

25 kGy to 8 MGy
64 Gy to 114 kGy
4 Gy to 44 kGy
45 Gy to 180 kGy

Negligible (TSi-Epi(10µm)=0)
Negligible (TSi-Epi=0)
0.1 Gy to 1 kGy
16 Gy to 64 kGy

15 kGy to 13 MGy

23 Gy to 20 kGy

GSENSE400BSI-GP
80 eV

3.0 108 ph/s (0 s to 24 h)

We select characteristic energies over the wide soft x-ray energy range that allows to evaluate
the radiation damage at the different layers on the sensor’s thickness. Indeed, as shown in
figure 11, the low x-ray photons are largely absorbed on the thin thickness of Epi-Si when the
X-ray photons above 1000 eV goes through the Epi-Si and reach the electronic layer (figure
1b). Also, the photon beam at 80 eV could penetrate the thinner Epi-Si of the
GSENSE400BSI-GP (4 µm) with a transmission about 0.1 %, against below 10-5 % for the
GSENSE400SI-TVISB (10 µm).

Figure 11 : Theoretical transmission versus the Si thickness for X-ray photon of 160 eV, 560 eV, 1000 eV and 1600 eV
through the GSENSEBSI400-TVISB and of 80 eV through the GSENSEBSI400-GP.

As it can be found elsewhere (Clarke, 1994, Hancock et al., 1997), one of the radiation effect
on the sensor manifests as an increased leakage current (pixel offset level), consequently we
have compared the dark image after irradiations to the original one for the same exposure
time, as showed in figure 10b. The mechanisms of these effects are complex and are not
studied here but the results extracted from the figure 10.b are discussed. As described above,
the low X-ray energies irradiation series (160 eV and 560 eV) with an absorbed dose up to 1
MGy into the surface layers of the GSENSE400TVSIB has no impact on the pixels offset
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level while the high energies X-ray irradiation series (1000 eV and 1600 eV) showed a
significant increase of electronic offset level (for a lower dose) on the area irradiated (white
spots on the right side of the dark image in figure 10.b). For these energies, the photons not
absorbed by Epi-Si could penetrate deeply in the oxide and electronic layers of the CMOS
sensor giving rise to a relatively important and persistent damage on the pixel (offset dark
level remains high after few weeks at room temperature). It was similarly on the
GSNES400BSI-GP with the 80 eV beam impact.
Then, the pixels dark level evolution (Idark after irration.-Idark0) has been compared to the dose on
electronic layer for all irradiation series to extract an estimation of the limit of dose
acceptable (figure12 by the sensor.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12 : Radiation tolerance evaluation of (a) sCMOS GSENSE400BSI-TVSIB and (b) sCMOS GENSE400BSI-GP by excess
dark measurement after soft X-ray irradiation with beam of 560 eV, 1000 eV and 1600 eV and 80 eV, respectively. In
dashed and red curves are the empirical model (equation 5).

The dark level increase, due to the dose, could be fitted with an empirical formula as:
0, 𝐷 < 𝐷𝑡ℎ
𝐷
𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 − 𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘0 = {
𝐾 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝐷 ) , 𝐷 ≥ 𝐷𝑡ℎ

(5)

𝑡ℎ

where D is the dose on the electronic layer (equation 4), Dth is the dose threshold and K a
proportionality factor given the offset pixel evolution per (ADU/decade).

The fitted curve, in figure 12.a, for the two high energies measurement showed a limitation
around Dth = 200 Gy (20 kRad) and K = 125 ADU/dec. This dose threshold seems to be
confirmed on the series of measurement performed on the thinner GSENSE400BSI-GP but
with a higher dark evolution proportionality factor around 4000 ADU/dec, in figure 12.b.
If the dose limit seems not very high, it’s very difficult to compare with other similar devices
as this measurement is not easy to do or easy to exploit and so rarely published, nevertheless,
e2v reports a radiation tolerance of 10 kRad (100 Gy) on the classical CCD design [datasheet
du CCD40-42, D. Burt et al, 2009]. From this value (Dth = 200 Gy), we represent in figure 13
an estimation of the limit of fluence (number of photons/unit area/time) to avoid non
reversible damage of the two sensors tested here.
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Figure 13 : Limit of fluence [ph/s/mm²] calculated for a limit the dose of 200 Gy on electronic layer of a GSENSE400BSITVSIB before damaging.
@ 1000 eV, Limit = 2.3 1011 ph/s/mm²
(or 2.6 106 ph/s/pixel)

Figure 14 : Exposure time limit calculated for a limit the dose of 200 Gy on electronic layer of a GSENSE400BSI-TVSIB
(blue) and GSENSE400BSI-GP (red) before damaging.

s

Figure 15 : Exposure time limit calculated for a limit the dose of 200 Gy with a flux of 10 ph/s/(11 x 11 µm²) on
electronic layer of a GSENSE400BSI.

4. Experiments performed on Soft X-ray beamlines using the sCMOS GSENSE400BSI
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4.1. Soft X-ray Resonant Magnetic Scattering

The GSENSE400BSI camera has been firstly installed on the RESOXS (Jaouen et al, 2004)
end-station of the SEXTANTS beamline at SOLEIL. In order to illustrate the capabilities of
the detector, a soft X-ray (400 eV to 2000 eV) Resonant Magnetic Scattering (XRMS)
(Chauleau et al, 2018) experiment on magnetic samples exposed to the soft X-ray beam was
performed.
As mentioned above in this paper, high resolution, low noise and high charge collection
capacity are strongly required for this type of acquisition and are achieved up to now with a
direct CCD detection. The beamline routinely uses with users the Back-Illuminated CCD
PIMTE from Princeton Instrumentation (4Mpixels e2V CCD 42-40, pixel size 13.5 µm,
QE>90% @700 eV, FWC=100 ke-, electronic noise of 10 e- rms with 0.22 Hz). In order to
experimentally compare the performances of the sCMOS camera with this CCD camera, soft
X-ray scattering pattern from known a lithography prepared assembly of Xm*Xm square
Co/Cu multilayer sample have been acquired.

Figure 16 : SEXTANTS beamline synoptic for GSENSE400BSI camera test versus CCD installed. SEM image of the Co/Cu
nanostrured sample of 530x1220nm rectange.

Unfortunately, the GSENSE400BSI camera has not been installed at the exactly same
position compared to the CCD (figure 15). While the sCMOS was placed 1 m downstream
from the sample, the CCD was placed closer, at distance of 25 cm, which, considering the
sensor area, limits the angular aperture from 1.5° (sCMOS) to 6.3° (CCD). Despite these nooptimized test conditions, two similar acquisitions have been performed on the both sensor
and following these characteristics: exposure time of 200 ms, accumulation of 100 images,
HDR mode for GSENSE400BSI and ADC 1 MHz mode for the CCD. The resulting images
represented in angle (𝜃) are given in figure 16 for the same scale.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17 : Dark corrected images of soft X-ray scattering from Co/Cu multilayer sample at 767 eV acquired with (a) the
sCMOS GSENSE400BSI camera placed at 1 m behind the sample and (b) the PIMTE camera placed close to the sample
(25 cm). Both images correspond to the accumulation of 100 images of 200 ms.

The beam was focalized into the CCD position and its divergence is few mrad, these explain
why the diffracted spots are much wider and more separated for the sCMOS than for the
CCD image. To compare these images, the spatial dimensions are transposing to the
scattering vector q (𝑞 = 4𝜋 sin(𝜃) /𝜆, where 𝜃 is the angle between the direct beam and the
detector axes and 𝜆 is the wavelength of the beam). The superposition of the one direction
integrated diffraction peaks is presented in figure 17. It shows the similar distribution with a
nice superposition of the peaks position but with a scattered intensity slightly different,
particularly close to the central peak (order 0). As the beam focalization, the aperture, the
pixel size and the QE are not the same, the magnitude scattered intensity are not easy to
compare directly. We plan to have a series of future experiments in the near future to obtain
more experimental results about efficiency and SNR to compare to this well-known CCD
BSI.
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As first conclusion, we can conclude that similar image from sCMOS could be obtained for a
total acquisition time of 20 s compared to the 8 min needed to record 100 images with the
actual CCD, meaning a total time saved up to a factor 24 (limited by the exposure time).

Figure 18 : Superposition and normalized the sum of the pixels in central region of the images (figure 16) obtained with
CCD camera (blue line) and sCMOS camera (red line) for X-ray energy photon of 767eV versus the scattering vector.

This gain will change drastically the time of acquisition of an image using Fourier Transform
Holography that is typically of 1 h nowadays to few minutes in the near future. It will be
really an important gain for imaging experiment when we have to scan an external parameter
(magnetic field, electric field, temperature) or even more important for time-resolved
experiments (Bukin et al, 2016). The capability to acquire image with such frame rate will
also dramatically expand the time window available at SEXTANTS for soft resonant
magnetic X-ray Photo Correlation Spectroscopy (XPCS) only obtain recently at NSLS2 using
a fast CCD (Chen et al, 2019). Lastly, it will be also a real gain for soft X-ray resonant
ptychography in reflection geometry that is nowadays limited only by the coherent flux
available and mechanical instabilities (Popescu et al, 2019). It is important also be noted that
all these approaches will fully benefit, in terms of coherent flux and smaller beam size (using
standard optics), from the new storage ring under development.
4.2. Soft X-ray ptychography reconstruction
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In HERMES, a soft X-ray beamline dedicated for X-ray microscopy and equipped for
Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy (STXM) at SOLEIL, a new dedicated set up for
soft X-ray ptychography has been recently implemented to improve the spatial resolution
capability of the beamline by replacing the 1D detector (scintillator photomultiplier tube,
PMT) by the sCMOS GSENSE400BSI camera. So, the classical 2D sample scanning
experiment consisting to measure the transmitted intensity is now consisting to measure the
transmitted diffraction pattern recorded with the sCMOS camera.
In order to illustrate the capability of this new set-up, ptychography experiment was
performed on a siemens star at 700 eV. During the experiment, diffraction patterns were
collected by illuminating the sample at ? × ? positions on a rectangular grid with a grid
spacing of ? nm. Thanks to the fast readout of the camera and its sensitivity, the experiment
was performed in less than 10 min.
The figure 18 presented in (a) the initial image obtain using the 1D PMT detector, in (b) the
ptychography reconstruction image of the part of Siemens star obtained from a series of
typical speckle pattern shown in (c). The ptychography reconstruction was carried out by

using SHARP [Marchesini et al., 2016].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 19 : (a) STXM image with beam size spot of XXXXX and (b) Ptychography reconstruction of the Siemens star. (c)
Example of a speckle pattern.

To confirm these nice performances obtained on easy construct able structure, several
measured have been performed, the result obtained from magnetotatic bacteria
(magnetosomes) is reported here. The images have been acquired using X-ray at 700 eV, the
scan step is 20 nm. A region-of-interest (1024 px by 1024 px) has been selected on the
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sCMOS which allows to increase the frame rate up to 44 Hz (HRD mode) and so reduced the
total acquisition to 10 mn. Again we presented, in the Figure 19.a, the lower resolution
STXM classical image obtained with PMT while in the Figure. 19.b, we showed the
reconstructed ptychography image performed with the ePIE method implemented in a
MATLAB script developed by the NANOSCOPIUM beamline [Medjoubi et al, 2018] and
used by several SOLEIL beamlines. This reconstruction allows to clearly observe the bacteria
(diameter of ? nm) with a very small space between two adjacent magnetosomes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 20 : (a) Classical STXM image of magnetosomes at 706 eV. (b) Ptychography reconstruction of magnetosome. (c)
Example of a speckle pattern
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5. Summary and perspectives

A new camera based on the first world large production Back Side Illuminated scientific
CMOS sensor GSENSE400BSI was developed and evaluated for soft X-ray application on
several beamlines at SOLEIL synchrotron. The quantum efficiency is found to be sufficient
for large field of application in the soft X-ray domain (QE > 50% for E > 400 eV) and the
new no-ARC (antireflective layer) has already demonstrated a high quantum efficiency of >
90 % in the lower energy range and more importantly over the water window region. The
readout noise (< 2 e- rms) and the full well capacity provide a good X-ray dynamical range
and an interesting single photon detection capability without decrease of the readout speed
performance. This sensor has a frame rate up to 48 Hz (on the standard mode) that allows to
dramatically reducing the acquisition time for imaging application compared to the classical
camera commonly used. The new version of acquisition board allows to upgrade the
performance with a lower spatial noise with DSNU < 0.2e- and a PRNU of 0.3%. The soft Xray spatial and energy resolution has been confirmed with a limitation for low energy due to
the low dead thickness and the thin Si-Epi layers.
As for similar synchrotron direct X-ray detector, the radiation hardness is a big challenge to
keep good performances in the time with the high density of flux considered. The limit of
dose of 200 Gy (20 kRad) and the corresponding fluence has been measured that will allow
scientists to adapt the X-ray experimental conditions set-up in order to avoid damage of the
sensor. A compact, cooled vacuum compatible camera prototype has been developed to be
easily installed in the experimental end-stations of SEXTANTS and HERMES beamlines at
SOLEIL. A first soft X-ray Resonant Scattering (REXS) acquisition from nanostructured
multilayer sample has been performed on SEXTANTS beamline showing a good dynamical
range with a total time saver of a factor 24 compare to their usual detector readout. A fully
functional soft X-ray ptychography set-up based on this sCMOS camera has been used on the
STXM end station at the HERMES beamline. Its performances and frame rate have been
used to perform several reconstructions with spatial resolution down to ~6 nm.
Lastly, a new GSENSE400BSI sensor version combining a thicker Si-Epi with a high
efficient process has been very recently tested by Harada team (Harada et al, 2020). It assures
a very good efficiency (> 80 %) over a very large soft X-ray range and it will soon be massproduced by GPIXEL®. This new sensor will be very soon implemented on the second
sCMOS HERMES camera to increase the set-up performances and particularly for the
experiment at the so-called water window’s carbon K-edge. Also, one other camera would be
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installed soon in the SEXTANTS COMET end-station in order to optimize the performance
of acquisition time for magnetic imaging using Fourier Transform Holography.
Based on this first results and the scientist’s community interest for this cost-efficient
solution, a Canadian company specialist on high speed camera solution, Axis photonique
[https://www.axis-photon.com] has started to produce this new soft X-ray sCMOS detector
based on the SOLEIL prototype. Furthermore, others potential domains could be explored:
another synchrotron beamline application, as tender X-ray SAXS (> 1.2 keV) in SIRIUS
beamline at SOLEIL, or for lower soft X-ray photon source based on femtosecond laser or for
soft X-ray free electron laser (XFEL). In particular a test of our camera is already planned to
take place in the next few months at FERMI.
To conclude, the first Back Illuminated sCMOS implementation reported in this paper could
be considered as the beginning of a long series of new detector based on this technology.
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